Theorem.
If ii îs Stein, V is the locus of finitely many holomorphic functions but its ideal in C(fl) is not necessarily finitely generated.
Theorem. // ß(V, p) is bounded on V, then its ideal is finitely generated.
The purpose of this paper is to extend the theory of local and global parametrizations of analytic varieties and give applications to the global theory of several complex variables.
In the local theory of analytic varieties, great use is made of the local parametriza-A global parametrization is determined by any T £ G(n -r, n) such that dim (V O (T + p)) = 0 for all p £ V, in which case we say T is good for V. Considering the case /' = 1 and k = n -r, we see that the set of good T forms a second category set in G(n -r, n).
One might attempt to develop some more of the global theory of several com- It is possible to do this using a holomorphic map, but this is insufficient for some applications. The best I have been able to do is to show the existence of a linear map n such that n \ V has discrete fibers. This result has applications to the extension of analytic varieties [l] .
A global parametrization of a variety of pure dimr is locally an analytic cover of sheeting multiplicity p(V, p, T) neat p.
Theorem. \(p, T) £ V x G(n -r, n)\ p(V, p, T) > k\ is an analytic subvariety
of V x G(n -r, n). For each p £ V, there is a least and greatest multiplicity, p(p, V) and m(p, V) respectively, over all good T £ G(n -r, rz).
An important result in the global theory of analytic varieties is that any subvariety V of C" is the common locus of all holomorphic functions vanishing on it.
Even more is true-V can be written as the locus of finitely many such functions; for each r, p + 1 < r < n, and 0" O / = )0i.
(2) 0Q/I is a finitely generated U" module and Gn * 0-// is monic.
(3) 0Q/I is integral over LL and U» ~"* 0_// is monic. There is another equivalent condition in terms of this geometric definition depending upon the fact that if the projection 77 : C" -» C restricted to V_ has discrete fibers, then 77 (V) is an analytic germ.
(8) 0 x C"~p is semiregular for V_ ii and only if 0 x Cr~p is semiregular for 77 (V) for all r, p + 1 < r < n.
This follows immediately from condition (6) since V(/n 0Q) = 77 (V).
Clearly / n QQ = I(n (V)), the ideal in ÖQ of functions vanishing on 77 (V).
Hence V(l O r00) = V(7(t7 (V))) = 7?r(V), since nf(V) is analytic. 
Proof. This result has already been shown for k = /', so we need only to reduce the problem to this case. We will take an open covering of V x G(k, n) and show the result for the restriction of 77-for each element of the covering. 
P-lQ
and that dim(T n C"~* + ;) = /'. Let T' be the space spanned by the first k-j rows of this matrix and T the space spanned by the last / rows. Note that T"©C"-fe = C"~fe+''and T" = TnC"-fe + >. Let G'(k-j,n-j) be the subset of G(k -j, n) of elements of the form [/, .
• 0, . .
• *]. Then there are holo-
Define a holomorphic map 77: C" x (7 -* C"~fe + 7 so that for each fixed T, the map is projection along T' to C"~ +7. Let M be the matrix Definition. Let p £ V and T £ G(n -r, n); if T is good for V at p, 77r: V -» C is locally an analytic cover near p of sheeting order p(V, p, T), the multiplicity of V at p relative to T. If T is bad for V at p, we set p(V, p, T) = <*>.
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Then the coefficients of Q are in o(fî'-(ß'u D')) and as usual extend to Í2'.
Hence P, divides P in the ring C(0')[i] so if deg P = deg P., these polynomials are the same. Proof. Let P(z', t) = II. , (t -f(w.(z'))) and the required properties follow as before.
The polynomial of this proposition will be called the analytic polynomial and that of Proposition 3.4 will be called the minimal analytic polynomial.
In the event that / separates the fibers of 77, these polynomials will concur. analytic set in W x CP"-1.
To prove this we first need Lemma 3.7. \(T, a) £ G(k, n) x CP"-1 |aCTl is an analytic set in G(k, n) x CP""1.
Proof. Let T be represented by k x n matrix with row vectors r., •••, r,.
There is a holomorphic embedding G(k, n) -* CP " , zV -("), given by (r. It is necessary to know that for no T do we have C x T C Z. To see this,
we must explicitly define Z = 7r(Sing U u ¡Regular points of U where the Jacobian rank of 77< r + r(72-r)!). It is easy to compute these multiplicities for certain special cases which
show that there is very little relationship between the minimal and maximal multiplicity.
Let Vn m\'(zv z2, z3) £ C3 \z2" = z," and z? = n\ and V = (J ~_ , V", where p and q are relatively prime integers. Then piV,izq",zP",n), iq z"n~ ,p zPn~ , 0)) = miV, (z* ", z* ", n)) There is also such an example with V irreducible. Let \a \ be any discrete sequence of points in the complex plane C; by the Weierstrass theorem, there is an entire function / with zeros of order p -1 at the points a . Let g be an entire function whose derivative is / and let A be the image of the function:
C -* C given by t --»(/, g(t)); then A is a complex manifold so the minimal multiplicity is indentically one on A. Near the points (a , g(a )), A looks like P z." -z so has maximal multiplicity p . 4. Finitely generated varieties.
As remarked earlier, the ideal of a variety is not necessarily finitely generated. In this section, I give an example of a variety that is not finitely generated and a geometric condition which implies the ideal is finitely generated. Proof. Let V'be the locus of P. in C + = span of CT and z., and let T'be 
, H-• + P ir-, . = 0, and it is possible to n *-n n-r r+l n-r+l n 2(rz-r) ' r put a bound on these. Each resulting relation contains either some tail coefficient or 1-hence some entry arising from the decomposition of P!s, whose degree in the next variable < p(V, p). These special entries can be used as the Weierstrass element in the next stage, so by Remark 1, the number of terms used to generate 77. grows only by a multiplicative factor of k + 1 each time. We continue until reaching Q0 = C and read off the dimension of the appropriate vector space.
Remark. If V is an algebraic variety, the generators resulting from this proof are polynomials.
The following example of one-dimensional analytic variety in C whose global ideal is not finitely generated was communicated to me by Bernard Kripke.
There is, of course, no such example in C or C since any subvariety of C or C is generated locally by one or two elements.
In C , there is, for every rz, a variety V such that I(V) tequires at least n generators.
To construct such a variety, note that there are (n + l)(n + 2)/2 monomials in the three variables x, y, z of degree n, e.g. for n = 2, they are x , Since W can be embedded in C" for every 72 > 3, it is also true that for every 72 > 3, there is a variety IfCC" such that I(W) is not finitely generated.
Note that p(W, c )= m(W, c ) = (n+l) (n + 2)/2 and that the minimal and maximal multiplicity are one at all other points of W.
The following construction of an irreducible one-dimensional variety in C whose global ideal is not finitely generated was suggested by James King:
For any integer 72, there exists an irreducible space curve X [17] whose ideal cannot be generated by fewer than n elements. Then these X can be patched together away from the singular points to form a noncompact, irreducible, one-dimensional complex space X. By [7, Theorem LX, B.IO], X is a Stein space so [7, Theorem VII, C.IO] there is a holomorphic homeomorphism of X into C .
The obstruction to the existence of an imbedding of X in C is that the local holomorphic imbedding dimension of X be bounded [l8]; but this is at most 3, so an embedding exists.
